Start Anywhere
The hunt for green January
A 24 hour role-playing game
by Jim Clunie

The End of Everything

Since the day the world ended, maybe the multiverse hasn't finished with you. Some of
you claim to know, but who's to say, really? Whatever the case, as the cold closed in, each
of you reached out, from some resource you never knew you had, for any way to go on.
Your world died, but you coursed elsewhere, scattered around a happy and unsuspecting
new variant with different lives and different names. Over the years, you found each other,
those who wanted to be found, and another thing: a purpose.
Players take the roles of refugees from a destroyed universe - not destroyed by accident:
they've come to realise that the consumption of their world and countless others fueled the
establishment of a far distant utopia, a place of endless spring and the best of good
fortune. What the players choose to do in this green January, if they ever find it, is up to
them.
Creating a Philosopher
A character begins the hunt with:

A Name of the player's choice up to 24 characters, not counting spaces. May not
contain the letters E, Y or Z.

Age of 24 years.

Physical, Financial and Intellectual Success determined by rolling two six-sided
three times, adding each pair of results and arranging the scores as desired. If you
roll a double (the same number on both dice), the score is 6 + the result of one of
the dice.
The character sheet shows these Traits with space to record updates, as they change
frequently in the course of play.

A Health score equal to the highest starting Success track. This score generally
doesn't change.

Keeton

The Philosophers begin with a single
clue: Find Keeton. He might be one of
those responsible for the world's
abolition, a source of advice, or even
both: a renegade within the enemy's
camp.
When, coursing between worlds, any
part of a Philosopher's name becomes
Keeton, the character might realise his
identity as a counterpart of the individual
they seek. The player must make an
identity test. If failed, Keeton leaves the
group at the end of the timeline
encounter. Before making a new
character, the player may declare one of
the World Traits of green January
beginning with the same initial letter as
one of the current World Traits.

Hunting

All dice rolls use two six-sided dice.
Coursing

When coursing from one timeline to the
next as the Hunt Leader, a player rolls
the dice, taking the number on each die

separately. If he rolls doubles, he takes
two moves with each die roll (that is, the
same number four times) and the change
is threatening. The Hunt Leader must use
all his die rolls, but may give the second
or subsequent roll to another player to
use.
The player must use at least one die roll
to declare a new or different World Trait
- either what the timeline is (reality) or
what it appears to be (perception). The
player chooses a headline from any
handy newspaper or magazine. If there
are already as many World Traits as the
number of players, one of the present
World Traits no longer applies to the
new timeline and the new trait must
begin with a letter shifted from the initial
of the erased World Trait by the value of
the die roll, in the range A to X (letter X
may be read as eX). Players may not
choose World Traits starting with the
sign of strange danger, Y, or sign of
strange safety, Z.
A player may apply each additional die
roll to:

Add or change another World
Trait (threatening)













Alter the character's Name,
changing one letter by a number
of alphabetic places equal to the
die roll, but not to Y or Z
(unthreatening, but see above)
Alter the character's Name by
adding a number of letters equal
to the die roll, but not E, Y or Z,
or by removing a number of
letters equal to the die roll
(unthreatening, but see above)
Increase the character's Age to a
maximum of 120 (unthreatening).
Extreme age has any expected
social consequences.
Reduce Age to a minimum of 1
(threatening).
Children
and
adolescents have more limited
abilities and social standing.
Increase Physical, Financial or
Intellectual
Success
to
a
maximum of 12 (threatening)
Reduce Physical, Financial or
Intellectual
Success
to
a
minimum of 3 (unthreatening)
Give the roll to another player to
do any of the above. The other
player decides how to use the
roll, which may in turn threaten
his character's identity.

Tourism stunt recreates Bondi in London:
The referee may declare any existing
World Traits, other than those just
introduced by the Hunt Leader, to be
reality or perception for this timeline.
For each new timeline, the value of
Decoherence increases by 1 and each
character's Age increases by 1 year.
If any change counts as threatening, the
player must make an identity test. This
test has an initial difficulty equal to
Decoherence plus all of the character's
Success tracks and succeeds if the
player can reduce its difficulty below the
character's Age (characters with a higher
Age than the test's difficulty succeed
automatically). If the player fails, the
character no longer accepts his identity
as a wanderer of parallel worlds but
instead identifies with the current
timeline. He can no longer course to
different timelines and loses interest in
the hunt. The player should generate a
new character, a native of the present
timeline who shares the Philosophers'
mysterious gift of parallel travel, who

meets the group in
encounter (see below).

the

timeline's

Tests
When a player attempts an action that
the referee decides is difficult, the
player makes a dice roll, adding the
results together and doubling the result
if a double was rolled. The player
subtracts this total from the test's
difficulty, attempting to move the
required success down from its initial
difficulty (typically 12 or less for easy
challenges that some characters can
overcome automatically, 13 for moderate
challenges, to 18 or more for very
difficult attempts) to match his degree of
Success in the appropriate track.
Results that may injure a character
(either failing a test, or a successful
attack by another player character) force
a Health test with an initial difficulty equal
to the final difficulty of the test that led to
this circumstance. A character who fails a
Health test takes a significant injury or
becomes dangerously ill and cannot
course until healed, either by a
successful Health test or an Intellectual
Success test by another character, in
each case using the final difficulty of the
previous failed Health test as the initial
difficulty. The player may instead decide
that the character dies and make a new
character who appears in the next
timeline.
At Some Campgrounds, ‘Roughing It’
Means No Espresso
Each player other than the Hunt Leader
describes one significant fact related to a
current World Trait and to one of the
other characters. The player of that
character decides if the fact occurs or is
reversed. The referee may introduce one
other fact related to one of the World
Traits, to fashion a brief scene
describing how the characters find each
other in the current timeline.
The same character can continue as Hunt
Leader for the next course, or the group
may decide another player should be the
Hunt Leader. (For a less traditional style
of game, try exchanging the role of
referee in the same way.)

Decoherence 2

An early scenario

Decoherence 48
A later scenario

Provisional Character Sheet

